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Introduction

Advances in forecasting coupled with improved warning systems and communication have reduced the
incidence of death and injury from weather and climate extremes in recent decades. But the adverse
effects of such events on society at large have increased, particularly as populations grow and move into
urban and more hazard-prone areas. Continued population growth in the future and the consensus views
on climate influences over the next few decades also point towards increases in intensity and potentially
frequency of damaging events.
As a result, the economic impacts of weather and climate extremes are rising far more rapidly than
inflation, as are less publicized impacts in the form of societal disruption and recovery time, and the
lingering effects of impacts especially in developing countries.
Worldwide, government, industry and advocacy groups
recognize that improvements are needed to address the
challenges of extreme events. In the United States, the
President’s Climate Action Plan calls for “… a public-private
partnership to … develop the information and tools needed
by decision-makers to respond to both long-term climate
change impacts and near-term effects of extreme weather.”

GRRIT® is a sustainable and fully
supported community toolbox to aid
society in reducing weather and climate
impacts, building economic resilience,
and improving disaster recovery.

In response to the Climate Action Plan and calls by industry
and societal groups, a sophisticated infrastructure (the Global Risk Resilience and Impacts Toolbox® GRRIT®) is under development to bring advanced techniques, data and understanding within reach of
decision-makers and planners.
GRRIT combines the latest scientific research with advances in accessing and analyzing complex,
heterogeneous data sets from myriad distributed sources (data centers, private companies, city archives,
etc.) to create specialist decision-support tools.

GRRIT VISION
ACTIONABLE SCIENCE-BASED TOOLS FOR IMPROVED
MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING FOR WEATHER AND CLIMATE EXTREMES

GRRIT Mission
Aid society in reducing the impacts of weather and
climate extremes, building economic resilience, and
improving disaster recovery through:
•
•

Establishing access to a comprehensive
Database (public and private) of geolocated
hazard, vulnerability, exposure, and loss data
Developing an innovative Framework that
queries the Database, generates synthetic

•

•

data, quantifies uncertainty, and is maintained for public and private use
Providing support for community developments geared towards specific user management and planning needs enabled by a
Community Development Toolkit
Providing comprehensive Community Support through tutorials, a help desk, and direct
interactions with major supporters.

GRRIT®also serves the NCAR strategic mission by directly addressing the Center’s Imperatives to develop,
deliver and support a suite of advanced community models; sustain advanced computing and data system
services; and transfer science to meet societal needs.
The GRRIT development strategy is based around three Grand Challenges aimed at providing the
community with unprecedented access to hazard, vulnerability and exposure data through plug-andplay web-based applications.

GRRIT® GRAND CHALLENGES
1. Developing a Portable Web-based Interface for processing work requests from a variety of
users and locations
2. Utilizing a sophisticated Framework that enables users to access hazard, vulnerability and
exposure data from widely distributed public and private sources
3. Providing a Support Network for users and developers and maintaining communitydeveloped tools for wider community use.
Challenge #1: Web Services provide a standard approach to user interaction by providing the middleware
between the user and the Framework, and thus the underlying data and models available in GRRIT. This
is achieved through Portable, Web-based Interface, an innovative web service that takes queries and job
specification from users, passes these to the Framework, and sends queries and analyses back to the user.
Challenge #2: The Framework is at the core of GRRIT with sophisticated and leading-edge approaches to
supporting community tools and providing access to relevant data. For efficiency and speed of use basic
data analysis and quality control will be carried out - where possible - at the host provider sites. This
approach ensures minimal transfer of what can be enormous data volumes and thus rapid response to
users. Frequently used data and tools will be transferred in the background to further support efficient usage.
Standards-based adaptors support this core requirement. Example standards include: OGC (Open
Geospatial Consortium) protocols to provide GIS compatibility, the OPeNDAP (Open-source Project for a
Network Data Access Protocol) protocol to support general data reduction operations, and HTTP based
interactions to query standards based metadata
and support data movement. The provenance
of proprietary data is supported by including an
anonymization capability at the local analysis stage.
All algorithms and structures are transparent to the
user, as is the fusion of heterogeneous data sources.
Where data are not immediately available, queries
will be made to enable access to suitable sources.
This approach allows for standardization of geospatial
processes and algorithms and thus simplifies the
task of making complex computational processing
services accessible via standardized web services.
Challenge #3: The Support Network draws heavily on the extensive NCAR experience with supporting
major community weather and climate models. This includes regular tutorials for new users, workshops
and interactive sessions for existing users and community developers, a help desk, and published protocols
and procedures for developers wishing to include new tools and data into GRRIT.
The following priorities aim to address the Grand Challenges over the coming five years.

Tools Development
•
•
•
•

Develop requirements and standards for tools to
be included in GRRIT®
Develop statistical and mapping support
capabilities within the Framework accessible by
all decision-support products
Develop decision-support products, as identified
through ECEP® and by others, that enhances
resiliency and supports risk management
Develop visualization tools.

Database
•
•
•

Develop public and private data standards and
protection protocols
Develop adaptors that support efficient
algorithm execution
Identify available hazard, vulnerability and
exposure Databases.

Framework
•
•
•
•
•

Develop and host a Framework to link databases (private and public) to management and
planning tools
Implement protocols for linking heterogeneous databases from a myriad of sources
Develop techniques for uncertainty quantification
Provide protocols and test procedures for developers to link new tools to the Framework and
underlying Databases
Develop protocols for generating randomized and aggregate data to protect proprietary data sources.

Community Support
•
•
•
•

Facilitate users in implementing their tools into GRRIT
Develop comprehensive documentation, users guides and tutorials
Establish and host a user support network and helpdesk
Host tutorials and expert workshops.

